
 

California gives green light to self-driving car
tests
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In this May 13, 2015, file photo, Google's new self-driving prototype car is
introduced at the Google campus in Mountain View, Calif. Cars with no steering
wheel, no pedals and nobody at all inside could be driving themselves on
California roads by the end of 2017, under proposed new rules that would give a
powerful boost to the technology from the nation's most populous state. (AP
Photo/Tony Avelar, File)

The US state of California is easing its rules for autonomous car testing,
by allowing testing of vehicles in which there is no human driver.
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The new rules have yet to be submitted for public consultation, with a
final version expected by the end of the year, according to its
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV).

"These rules expand our existing autonomous vehicle testing program to
include testing vehicles where no driver is present," said DMV Director
Jean Shiomoto.

"This is the next step in eventually allowing driverless autonomous
vehicles on California roadways."

California took some heat earlier for seeking to stop testing of fully
autonomous cars—those in which a human is not physically on board.

Rules proposed at the end of 2015 required that a person with a permit
always be present in the vehicle, and be able to regain control of it. And
that person would be held responsible for traffic offenses or accidents.

The Federal Road Safety Agency NHTSA, however, differed a few
months later saying that a computer system—based on the artificial
intelligence of autonomous cars—could be considered their "driver."

California, and Silicon Valley in particular, is a key location for
automakers and tech startups working on driverless cars. The change
should help keep that the case.

The DMV says it las permitted 27 manufacturers to test self-driving cars.
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This May 18, 2016, file photo shows a Google self-driving car on display at
Google's I/O conference in Mountain View, Calif. Cars with no steering wheel,
no pedals and nobody at all inside could be driving themselves on California
roads by the end of 2017, under proposed new rules that would give a powerful
boost to the technology from the nation's most populous state. (AP Photo/Eric
Risberg, File)
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